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Assrnlcr

A uranous silicate that shorus substitution of (OH)a-a for (SiOr)-a has been identified as

a new mineral. This neu. mineral, cofinite, named for Reuben clare coffin, has been found

in more than 25 uranium deposits in the sedimentary rocks of the colorado Plateaus prov-

ince, in several localities peripheral to this province, and in association with uraninite in

vein deposits in the copper King mine, Larimer county, colorado. It is also associated with

asphaltic pellets from sediments in Texas and Oklaholna.

In many Colorado Plateau mines cofiinite and uraninite are the main uranium minerals

in the unoxidized ore. In hand specimen coffinite is black; many of the samples have an

adamantine luster resembling that of a high-rank coal. On the Plateau, coffinite occurs as

replacements of organic material, as disseminations in sandstone, and in association with

low-valence vanadium minerals, uraninite, clay, quartz, and organic material. In trans-

mitted light the smailer particles of coffinite-bearing materia'l are paie brown to very dark

brown on thin edges; they contain numerous opaque inclusions. The optical properties of

coffinite could not be deterrninecl. The mineral is very fine grained, as evidenced by its

apparent isotropy and by the broadened lines of its *-ray diffraction powder pattern'

X-ray cliffraction porvder studies indicate that coffinite is tetragonal and isostructural

with zircon; material from the Arrowhead mine in Mesa County, Colorado, has ao:6'94 A,

co:6.31A, oo:ro:1:0.909. Coffinite is best identified by its r-ray diffraction powder pat-

tern.
Owing to its fine-grained nature and its association with uraninite and low-valence

vanadium minerals, coffinite could not be completely purified. The specific gravity of

coffinite-bearing material is variable, with a measured maximum of 5.1. Chemical analyses

on carefully selected and concentrated but impure material indicated 46.37 to 68.29 per

cent uranium (uor) and 5.20 to 8.50 per cent silica. Heating, leaching, and alpha-plate

studies have demonstrated that vanadium, aluminum, and arsenic, which are present in

many samples ancl could substitute for silicon, are not essential constituents of coffinite.

Oxidation-potential measurements on a suspension of coffinite in 1 Ir' HzSOr indicate that

most of the uranium is in the quadrivalent state. Infrared studies on coffinite show that

there are hydroxyl as well as siiicon-oxygen bonds in the tetrahedral groups, and in this

respect its infrared absorption spectrum resembles that of thorogummite, Th(sio4)l-,

(OH)r. The proposed chemical formula for coffinite is U(SiOr)r-"(OH)a".

* Publication authorized by the Director, U' S. Geological Surve-v"'
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INrnolucrroN AND AcrwowlnnGMENTS
Goldschmidt (1954, p. 563) wrote, ((The entrance of quadrivalent

uranium into minerals of the thorite group (e.g., uranium entering into
ThSiO4 in replacement of thorium ions) suggests the possibitity of an un-
known compound USiOn. . . . " This prediction was fulfilled with the
discovery of a black highly radioactive ore from the La Sar No. 2 mine,
Mesa County, Colorado, which gave a zircon-typ e tc-ray difiraction pow-
der pattern. This ore contained a new mineral, coffinite, named in honor
of Reuben clare coffin for his outstanding geologic studies in south-
western colorado. His report on the uranium-vanadium deposits (1921,
p. 1) is a major contribution. Mr. cofin has been with the stanolind oil
and Gas Company for many years and is also a consultant to the U. S.
Geological Survey on its regional geophysical studies on the colorado
Plateaus province.

In the summer of 1951 a shipment of about five tons of high-grade
uranium ore from the La Sal No. 2 mine was received at the U. S.
vanadium company processing mill at uravan, colorado. The chemical
assay on the ore shipment showed more than 20 per cent uranium and
about 10 per cent vanadium. fn August 1951 L. B. Riley, L. R. Stiefi, and
T. W. Stern examined the mine from which the high-grade black ore had
come' since August 1951 the new mineral first id.entified at the La Sal
No. 2 mine has been found in more than 25 mines on the Colorado pla-
teau and in several other localities in the united States. Associated with
coftnite is a new low-valence vanadium mineral which will be d.escribed
later.

The authors, in 1953, wrote a preliminary description of coffinite which
has been abstracted (Stern and Stieff, 1954). Weeks and Thompson (1954,
p. 31), using data from the preliminary description, listed this mineral as
"new black uranium mineral." Fleischer (1954) refers to this mineral as
coffinite. Rosenzweig, Gruner, and Gardiner (1954, p. 356) made refer-
ence to "coffi.nite." A preliminary description of coffnite was published
recently (Steiff, Stern, and Sherwood, 1955, p.608). Gruner and Smith
(1955, p. 16) in their annual report to the Atomic Energy Commission
covering the period April 1, 1954, to March 31, 1955, discuss their work
on coffinite. n4any of their conclusions are similar to ours.

We gratefully acknowledge the assistance of many colleagues of the
U. S. Geological Survey. Besides those credited directly in this paper,
they include A. D. Weeks, who identified and submitted samples of
coffinite; R. G. Coleman, who made polished section studies; J. M.
Schopf, who made a study of associated organic material; and F. S.
Grimaldi, who gave advice on chemical leaching studies. H. R. Hoekstra,
of the Argonne National Laboratory, discussed with us the chemical
aspects of the problem and suggested the application of infrared analysis.
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Professor Clifiord Frondel, of Harvard University, furnished specimens
of thorite and thorogummite that he had previously studied and gave
advice on many aspects of the problem. Professor J. W. Gruner, of the
University of Minnesota, discussed the coffinite problem on several
occasions.

This report concerns work done on behalf of the Divisions of Research
and Raw Nlaterials of the U. S. Atomic Enersv Commission.

OccunnrwcB ol ColllNrrB

fn hand specimen, coffinite is black, and many of the samples have an
adamantine luster resembling that of a high-rank coal. On the Colorado
Plateau coffi.nite occurs chiefly as replacements of organic material and to
a lesser extent as disseminations in sandstone or as masses in which the
original texture of the host material is no longer evident. In many local-
ities on the Colorado Plateau the mineral is closely associated with fine-
grained black low-valence vanadium minerals, with uraninite, and with
flnely disseminated black organic material. It is often impossible to
distinguish between coffinite and uraninite in hand specimen, but in the
laboratory coffi.nite can be identified by its r-ray diffraction powder pat-
tern and by its infrared absorption spectrum. This mineral is tetragonal
and gives a zircon-type n-ray pattern similar to that of thorite (ThSiOr,
and its infrared absorption spectra show hydroxyl bonds as well as silicon-
oxygen bonds in the tetrahedral groups.

Up to the present time most of the cofinite studied is from the black
vanadium-rich ores of the Salt Wash sandstone member of the Morrison
formation (Jurassic) in the Uravan mineral belt (Fischer and Hilpert,
1952, p. 1) on the Colorado Plateau. In this belt coffinite and uraninite
seem to be the most abundant uranium minerals in the black ores. Only
one sample of coffinite has been identified from the Shinarump con-
glomerate in the Denise No. 1 mine, Green River district, Emery County,
Utah. The major uranium minerals in the nIi Vida, Cal Uranium, and
Homestake mines, \{onticello district, San Juan, County, Utah, in the
Chinle formation (Triassic) are uraninite and coffinite.

Although coffinite was first found in the uranium deposits in the sedi-
mentary rocks of the Colorado Plateau, it has been found more recently
with uraninite and pitchblende in the vein deposits of the Copper King
mine, Prairie Divide, Larimer County, Colorado. The environment of
deposition of the Pleateau ores is not knownl however, the Copper King
vein occurrence might be used to support the hypothesis that the source
of the metals in the Plateau ores is at depth. Ihe presence of low-valence
vanadium minerals suggests that, in the sediments at least, reducing con-
ditions were necessary for the deposition of coff.nite.
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Psvsrcal PnopBnuBS

The physical properties of coffinite-bearing material are variable; even

the best concentrates consist of intimate mixtures in varying amounts of

very fine-grained carbonaceous substances, low-valence black vanadium

minerals, clay or roscoelite, and uraninite. fn general, coffinite is brittle,

and the hardness of these coffinite-bearing specimens ranges from about

5 to 6. The typical hard massive variety shows no regular cleavage and

has an irregular to subconchoidal fracture. The specific gravity of the

most highly purif ied specimen is 5.1; however, we have obtained r-ray

diffraction powder patterns of coffinite on material with a specific gravity

of only 2.2. Coffitite does not fluoresce in either long or short wave-

length ultraviolet radiation.

Coffi.nite has been identified from the formations and Iocalities shown

in Table 1.

Orrrc,lr Pnopenrros

The optical properties of coffinite cannot be determined because of the

very fine grained nature and opacity of the material' Although r-ray

studies indicate that coffinite is a tetragonal mineral, in balsam mounts

of mineral separates the most abundant material is so fine grained that it

appears isotropic. The broadening of the lines in its n-ray diffraction

powder pattern suggests that the individual crystallites are approxi-

mately 10-5 to 10-6 cm. in diameter (H. T. Evans, Jr', oral communica-

tion). At high magnifications the smallesl grains of the purest separates

containing cofinite are pale brown to very dark brown and contain

many minute opaque inclusions. The larger grains are usually opaque

except on thin edges, which are dark brown. Examination of the balsam

mounts of the purest coffinite separates showed the presence of at least

four phases. Only the use of nuclear-track plates (alpha plates), sensitive

to alpha particles (Stieff and Stern, 1952, p. 184), made possibie the posi-

tive recognition of the radioactive coffinite.

The alpha plates of the mineral separates contained an opaque and a

pale-brown birefringent nonradioactive phase. They also contained two

iadioactive components: (1) small pale-brown to dark-brown isotropic

grains with opaque inclusions, and (2) grains that are opaque except on

thil edgeS, where they are dark brott 'n. Ihe opaque nonradioactive grains

and some of the opaque inclusions in the radioactive grains are believed

to be low-valence vanadium minerals or organic material. The very fine

grained birefringent material resembles a clay. The remaining isotropic

pale-brown to opaque radioactive material is coffinite.

Coffinite in polished section presents even greater difficulties than in

balsam mounts. Polished sections were made of the most intensely radio-
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Tarr,n 1. CorlrNrrr, Loc.q.r,rtBs Ltstno lv MrNn on Pnopanrv
Naua lNn Gnor-ocrc FonuatoN
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Formation Mine or district County State

Browns Park formation (Miocene)
Wind River formation (Eocene)

Fort Union formation (Eocene)
Vein deposit (Tertiary)
Laramie formation (Cretaceous)
Mesaverde f ormation (Cretaceous)

Morrison formation (Jurassic)

Chinle formation (Triassic)

Shinarump conglomerate (Trias-
sic)

Dolores formation (Triassic)

Cutler formation (Permian)

Garber formation (Permian)

San Andres formation (Permian)

Dripping Spring quartzite (Pre-
cambrian)

Vein (unknown age)

Poison Basin claimsr
Vitro Uranium minc
Lucky Mc mine
Kell Rov No. 3 miner
Copper King mine
Old Leyden mine2
La Ventana
Arrowhead mine
Black Mama mine
La SaI No. 2 mine
Matchless mine
Small Spot minel
Shattuck Denn shaft
Virgin No. 2 mine
Wild Steer mine
Oversight mine
J. J. mine3
Peanut mine3
Little Muriel mine
Corvusite mine
Grey Dawn mine
Jack Pile mine
Woodrow Pipe mine
Wind Whip minel
Poison Canyon minel
Mesa Top minel

Mi Vida mine
Cal Uranium mine
Ilomestake mine
Ruth group miner
Stinking Spring Mountainr
Denise No. I mine

Robinson propertyr near
Placervilld

Weatherly propertY, near
Placerville2

T. B. Smith farm, sec unit 1,- 
Saddle Mountain2

Sec. 63, block 47, H. and
T. C. Survey2

Workman No. 1 mine

Little Mo mine (Arrow-
head No. 1)l

Carbon Wyo.
Fremont Wyo.
Fremont Wyo.
Johnson T{".
Larlmer L OlO.
Jefierson Colo.
San Doval N. Mex.
Mesa Colo.
Mesa Colo.
Mesa Colo.
Mesa Colo.
Mesa Colo.
Montrose Colo.
Montrose CoIo,
Montrose Colo.
Montrose Colo.
Montrose Colo.
Montrose Colo.
San Misuel Colo.
Grand 

- 
Utah

San Juan Utah
Valencia N. Mex.
Valencia N. Mex.
Valencia N. Mex.
Valencia N. Mex.
\ralencia N' Mex.

San Juan Utah
San Tuan Utah
San juan Utah
Navajo Aiz.
Navajo Ariz.
Emery Utah

San Miguel CoIo,

San Miguel CoIo.

Kiowa Okla.

Potter Texas

Gila Ariz.

Fremont Wyo.

l ldentified by J. W. Gruner and D. K. Smith,Jr., University of Minnesota'
2 Identified bi A. J. Gude, 3d., U. S. Geological Su^rvey'
3 Identified bi M.-E. Thompson, U. S. Geological Survey.

active fragments of mineralized wood. This wood shows cellular struc-

ture, and coffinite fi l ls the cell cavities (pl. 1).The most easily recogniz-

able minerals in the polished sections are montroseite, paramontroseite,

new iow-valence vanadium minerals, and uraninite. The organic material
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(r{) cell cavities, some showing deformation, are replaced by coffinite. The light-colored
areas of high reflectance are carbonaceous materials.

(B) Alpha-particle tracks (short dark lines) in nuclear-track film overlying the polished
section shown in (,4). Note radial arrangement of alpha tracks around cells filled with
radioactive cofinite.

Prarn 1

Photomicrographs of polished section of radioactive ore from La sal No. 2 mine, Mesa
County, Colorado, Magnification approximately 900X.
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in stringers and in the cell walls is anisotropic and has a moderately high

yellowish reflectance. The use of high-resolution autoradiographic strip-

ping-film techniques made it possible to localize the most radioactive
phase-coffinite. Even under the highest magnifications (1000X) the

mineral appears as grayish-black to brown aggregates of very fine par-

ticles. The reflectance of coffinite from the La Sal No. 2 mine, west

Gateway district, \4esa County, Colorado, is low, and the mineral ap-

pears to be isotropic.
In the polished sections of La Sai No. 2 ore, coffinite is found both in

the ceil cavities and as veinlets. The veinlets of cofinite appear as thin

elongated masses, oriented more or less perpendicularly to the walls of

the vein. The coftnite masses are completely surrounded by carbonace-
ous material. Some deformation of the veinlets evidently occurred

after emplacement, as can be seen by the dispersal and rearrangement of

elongated fragments of coffinite. In many other mines uraninite and

coffinite are intimately associated. The reflective characteristics of

uraninite are somewhat higher than those of coffinite but are otherwise

similar.

X-nav DrrlnncrroN

Cofinite was first recognized as a new mineral by r-ray diffraction pow-

der patterns. fts structure is of the zircon type. In Table 2 the interplanar
spacings of coffinite from the Arrowhead mine, Gateway mining district,
n4esa County, Colorado, are compared with the calculated d-spacings,

assuming the same reflections and orientation as for zircon. The c: a tatio

for this specimen of coffinite is 0.909. The c:a ratio varies slightly from

sample to sample. The similarity in *-ray difiraction powder patterns of

thorite and coffinite originally suggested that this new mineral probably

had the formula USiO*.
As has been mentioned, the cc-ray diffraction powder lines show a

broadening, indicating that the coffinite crystallites are extremely small,
probably on the order of 10-5 to 10-6 cm. in diameter. The very small size

of the coffinite crystallites and the association of cofinite with black very

fine grained vanadium and uraniurn minerals and with black organic

material made it impossible to obtain pure separates of coffinite.

Cnnnrcar- ANervsBs

The highest grade coffinite ores were hand picked to obtain a prelim-

inary concentrate as low as possible in vanadium minerals, uraninite, and

organic material. This preliminary concentrate was crushed, sieved, and a

methylene iodide heavy-liquid separation was made. The separates that
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Tdat.n 2. X-nlv Drlnnlcuox Pownnn Dar,l ron CorrrNnR rRoM THE Annolvsrao
MrNn, Garnw.rv MrmNc Drsrmcr, Mrisa CorrNrv, Cor-onnoo

Indexed assuming tetragonal zircon type cell vith ao:6.94 A, cs:$.31 A. ( alculations
by E. A. Cisney, II. S. Geoiogical Survel, (Cu/Ni radiation)

d. meas., (41 d calc., (1.)

S
S

w
M
r
w
l ,

w
M
w

4.66
J . + t

2 . 7 8
2 . 6 4
2 . 4 6
2 . 1 8
2 . 0 1
1.841
1 . 8 0 1
r . 737

r .629
I  .556
1 .451
I .435

4 . 6 6
3 . 4 7
2 . 7 8
2 . 6 5
2 . 4 5
2 . 1 7
2 . O 1
1 .841
1 .801
1 . 7 4 0
1 . 7 3 5
1 . 6 2 6
1 .552
t .452
1 . 4 3 5

0 1 1
200
1,21
112
220
031
013
321
312
l z J

400
411
420
J J Z

024

F
I

F
F

F:fa int .  W:weak.  M:medium. S:strong.

were heavier than methylene iodide (density 3.3) were used for the vari-
ous chemical analyses. A series of separations with the Frantz isodynamic
separator did not make any significant improvement in the concen|ralion
of the coffinite. The results of chemical analyses of three samples are
given in Table 3.

As can be seen from the analyses in Table 3, there is no simple relation
between uranium, silicon, vanadium, arsenic, and aluminum. The low
silica content of the sampies reduced the possibility that coffinite had the
simple formula USiO4. The presence of amorphous uranium or the sub-
stitution of hydroxyl, arsenic, vanadium, and aiuminum for silicon was a
distinct possibil i ty. On the basis of the chemical analyses alone, however,
cofinite could not be adequately characterized.

Oxidation-potential measurements by A. l\ '{. Pommer and J. C.
Chandler on a suspension of coffinite in 1 Ar HzSOa indicated that most of
the uranium was in the quadrivalent state. These Eh measurements also
ruled out the possibility of the presence of sexivalent amorphous uranium.

Svxruosrs

The impurity of the natural coffinite-bearing concentrates immediately
suggested that the uncertainties concerning the chemical composition
could be overcome if coffinite could be synthesized. The problem of syn-
thesis was undertaken at the Geological Survey laboratories, by Dr.
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T.qslo 3. Cnnutcar ANervsrs ol CortrNrrn-BrmtNc Saupr-rsl
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USiO4 La Sal No. 2
mtne

Arrowhead Arrorvhead

mine mine2

UO:
SiOs
AszOr
AlzOa
VzOu
Feroa
PrOa
S
Pb
CaO
Loss on ignitions at

1 1 0 ' C .
110-450" c.
450-800" c.
250 'c .
250-500" c.
500-850' C.

81  .80
18.20

68.29
5 . 2 0
4 .35
5 . d /

2 . 8 5
1 . 2 4

0 . t 2

1  .68
6 . 8 1
0

46.37
7 .40
1 .44
6 . 8 0

18.90
1 . 5 7
2 . 6 9
0.80
0 . 5 2

0 . M
9.60
0

58 .60
8 . 5 0
t . 2 2

t0.t2
3 . 2 5
4 . M

0 .  1 5
2 . 0 0

6.00
6 .80
r .20

100.00 94.41 96.53 r02.28

l Analyses by A. M. Sherwood, U. S. Geological Survey.
2 Sample prepared by M. E. Thompson, U' S. Geological Survey'
3 Results of loss on ignition are not a direct indication of water content because of the

presence of carbonaceous material.

success. At the present t ime, July 1955, in spite of repeated attempts'

USiOn has not been prepared by any of the workers mentioned above'

Attempts to prepare coffinite from aqueous solution are being continued

by the authors.

Arprrl.-Pr-lrE AND LBacnrNc SruorBs
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Representative samples of the coffinite-bearing material, some heavier
and some lighter than methylene iodide, were heated in closed tubes, and
heated under controlled atmospheres. The sample highest in arsenic, on
heating in a closed tube, produced an arsenic mirror. The r-ray diffrac-
tion powder pattern of the heated material showed that coffinite was still
the only major crystalline material present. This experiment suggests that
arsenic is not essential to coffinite.

When the heated coffinite was dispersed on alpha plates it was seen
that the material had changed in several aspects. The transparent moder-
ately radioactive grains had changed from brown to a gray color. The
edges of the opaque highly radioactive grains appeared to be more
granular, and only a few showed a reddish-brown color on thin edges.
Hence, heating the coffinite separates had also visibly reduced the amount
of organic material in the samples.

Chemical analyses for soluble silica and total silica were made on four
samples of coffinite and two samples of thorogummite. The soluble silica
was determined on the solutions obtained by treating the mineral con-
centrates with (1+3) HNOB. The total sil ica content of the two purest
separates of coffinite was 6.0 to 7.0 per cent. The HNOB leach solutions of
coffinite separates contained 4.50 and 1.25 per cent sil ica. The HNOa
leach solutions from two thorogummite specimens contained 5.25 and
7.50 per cent silica. Originally these two thorogummite samples contained
19.00 and 37.50 per cent total sil ica. The coftnite residue did not give an
*-ray diffraction pattern, and the uranium content of the residue dropped
from that of a major constituent ()10 per cent) to less than 0.0001 per
cent.

Following these preliminary leaching studies a more detailed series of
experiments were undertaken on coffinite from the La Sal No. 2 mine to
establish, if possible, the relation of the soluble silica to the uranium con-
tent, the form of the insoluble silica, and the role of vanadium. The re-
sults of these experiments are summarized in Table 4.

The Si/U ratios of the fi l trates, F1 and F2 (Table 4), are 0.0536 and
0.0537, respectively. The theoretical Si/U ratio for USiOr is 0.1176. From
these data, it would appear that this specimen of coffinite contains
slightly less than half as much silica as the theoretical maximum. The
similarities in the Si/U ratios of Fr and F2 support the oxidation-poten-
tial measurements in suggesting that amorphous uranium, readily sol-
uble in HzSOr, was not present and that the U and Si are combined in a
single phase" fn contrast, the V/U ratios of the filtrates Fr and F 2 are 0.214
and 0.463, respectively. The large difierence suggests that the V was not
an essential constituent of the uranium mineral. This interpretation was
strengthened by the study of the polished sections of La Sal ore, which
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Tlsr,B 4. Rnsums ol LnecnrNc Exprmurtrs oN CoFlrNrrE Seupn rRoM LA SAL

No. 2 MrNn. Garnwav Drsrntct. Mrsa CouNrv, Cor,onaoo

Treated rvith 1 -tr[ HzSOr
for t hr.

Rr treated with 1 i[ HNOg

for 16 hr.

Original sample
(per cent)

U
Si
V
AI
As
Fe
HrO-
HzO*
H
( -

39 .50
4 . 8 0

10.38
1-10,
4 .08
1 .83
2 . 8 7
6 . t 3

0 . 6 H . 7 3 3
5 . 89-5 .943

Filtrate, Residue,
Ft Rr

(per cent) (per cent)

3 0 . 7 8  8  . 7 2 1
1 . 6 5  3 . 1 5 1
6 . 5 9  3 . 7 9 1

1-10'
-4 .08 0 .l-12

0 . 1 - 1 '

Fiitrate, Residue,
Fz Rz

(per cent) (per cent)

7.82  <0.0001,
0  .42  2 .731
3 . 6 2  0 . 1 7 1

1-10'z
<0.0001,

Specific
gravity

X-ray
4.64

coffinite
3 .23

coffinite

2 . 7  5
no pattern

1 By difierence.
2 Semiquantitative spectrographic analysis by C. S. Annell, U. S. Geological Survey.
3 Analyses by R. T. Moore, U. S. Geological Survey.

showed numerous intergrowths of montroseite VO(OH), and other low-
valence vanadium oxides with coffinite.

Comparative alpha-plate studies of the original La Sal ore and residue
from the HzSO+ and HNO3 leaches show a number of marked changes.
R1, the residue of the HzSOa leach, contains relatively few pale- to dark-
brown isotropic radioactive grains compared with the original sample.
The number of brown birefringent nonradioactive grains appeared
greater. Llost opaque radioactive grains were not transparent on thin
edges, and the grain boundaries were irregular. The alpha activity of the
opaque grains appeared somewhat reduced. Radiocolloids were abundant.

The alpha plate of the residue from the HNO3 leach, R2, contained only
pale-brown birefringent nonradioactive grains, weakly radioactive opaque
grains, and scattered radiocolloids. The opaque grains were lacy in ap-
pearance showing abundant evidence of the removal oI material by the
nitric acid leach. This evidence suggested that many of the opaque in-
clusions noted in the radioactive brown isotropic grains were carbon-
aceous, and that the opacity of many of the radioactive particles was due
to carbonaceous material. The fine-grained birefringent phase most
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resembled a clay. The presence of a clay mineral would account for the
silicon and aluminum reported in the analyses of the residues, Rr and Rz
(Table 4).

fNrnanBp ANar-vsBS

Although the experiments described above suggested that arsenic and
vanadium are not essential and that cofinite does contain some silica,

the total silica content of the coffinite concentrates was not sufficient to

allow a formula of the type USiO4. IlcConnell (1950, p. 166) proposed the
substitution of (OH)a a for (SiO+)-a in montmoril lonite. Frondel (1953, p.

1007) has shown that hydroxyl substitution exists in thorogummite.
During the authors' visit at the Argonne National Laboratory, Dr. H. R.

Hoekstra suggested that the presence of bonded hydroxyl groups in the
coffinite structure might be established by infrared analyses. Following
his suggestion, specimens of coffinite, thorogummite furnished by Pro-

fessor Frondel of Harvard University, zircon, and uraninite were ground

to pass through a 400-mesh sieve, vacuum dried in an Abderhalden dry-

ing pistol, and analyzed in an infrared spectrometer for hydroxyl and

silicon-oxygen bonds by R. G. Milkey of the Geological Survey.
Figure 1 shows the results of infrared absorption studies on zircon,

thorogummite, coffinite, and uraninite. The silicon-oxygen bonds in the

tetrahedral groups in zircon, ZrSiO+, show absorption from wavelengths
of about 10.2 to 11.2 microns. This is the region where Launet (1952,p.

770) has shown that silicates with isolated tetrahedra, such as zircon,

will absorb strongiy. He has also shown that zircon has an absorption at

a shorter wavelength band, approximately 9.7 microns. The thorogum-
mite from Iisaka, Japan, and Baringer Hil l, Llano County, Texas, showed

absorption in the 9.7 and 11.2 micron region. In addition, these samples

showed strong absorption in the region between 2.8 and 3.1 microns. The

latter absorption is characteristic of bonded OH groups with some un-

bonded OH present.
Coffinite from three localities on the Colorado Plateau showed absorp-

tion spectra closely resembling either the Iisaka or the Baringer Hill

specimen of thorogummite. In general, the absorption band in the OH

region was not as sharp as that obtained for thorogummite. In contrast,

the infrared absorption pattern for very pure uraninite, essentiallY UOz,

from the Happy Jack mine, San Juan County, Utah, did not show any

signifi.cant absorption throughout the region horr' 2 to 14 microns. The

infrared analyses strongly suggest that coffinite, I ike thorogummite, does

contain bonded OH.

CoNcr,usroxs

Difficulties in obtaining pure coffinite concentrates and the complete

failure of repeated attempts to synthesize USiO+ made it necessary to use
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Frc. 1 fnfrared absorption spectra of zircon, thorogummite, coffinite, and uraninite'

a combination of indirect techniques in order to arrive at the chemical

composition of cofinite. Heating, leaching, and alpha-plate studies com-

bined with r-ray and semiquantitative spectrographic analyses strongly

suggest the following: silica to uranium ratios are constant but insufficient

to satisfy the formula USiO.r, arsenic and vanadium are not essential con-

stituents of coffinite, the phase soluble in HNO' contains most of the ura-

nium and 20 to 75 per cent of the total silica in the coffinite-bearing speci-

I  9  l o  l l

microns
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men. Amorphous sexivalent uranium is not present, and the uranium is
in the quadrivalent state. Cofinite has a distinctive *-ray diffraction
powder pattern of the zircon-type with ao:6.94 A and co:6.31 A. t ire
close similarity of the infrared absorption spectra of thorogummite,
Th(SiOr1-"(OH)n", and coffinite indicated that coffinite contains sil icon-
oxygen bonds in tetrahedral groups as well as bonded hydroxyl groups.
Although no single line of evidence is sufficient to establish the identity
and composition of this important uranium mineral of the unoxidized
ores of the Colorado Plateau, all of the evidence taken together strongly
supports the idea that coffinite is tetragonal with a zircon-type structure
and has the formuia U(SiOrr_,(OH)4,.

Aooowounr
Since the preparation of this manuscript H. R. Hoekstra and L. H.

Fuchs of the Argonne National Laboratory have synthesized coffinite
using uranous chloride and sodium silicate. The oven-dried product gave
an x-ray difiraction powder pattern which matched patterns of nautral
coffinite. The infrared absorption spectra showed the presence of bonded
OH groups. A report of this work is published inscience,123, I05 (1956).
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